2006 ford f150 fuel gauge not working

A stuck fuel gauge on your vehicle can not only be annoying, but also require you to keep track
of how many miles you've driven since your last fill-up to prevent you from running out of gas.
A fuel gauge works through a series of electrical connections from the sending unit to the
gauge cluster, and when one of these connections malfunctions, so does the fuel gauge. With a
few basic tools and a lot of patience, you can troubleshoot the problem yourself and avoid a
costly repair. Turn the ignition on and off a few times, and watch the needle on the fuel gauge to
see if it moves. If it doesn't, you most likely have a blown fuse that needs to be replaced. The
fuse box will either be located under the driver's side dash or in the engine compartment, so
consult your owners manual to pinpoint the location so you can replace the fuse. Test the
grounding wire on the fuel tank's sending unit, which is attached to your vehicle's fuel tank. To
do so, attach the negative jumper cable to the car's frame, and the positive jumper cable to the
grounding terminal of the sending unit. If the fuel gauge works when the jumper cables are
connected, then the grounding wire on the sending unit needs to be replaced. Disconnect the
wiring attached to the fuel sending unit and then look at the fuel gauge. If the gauge is now
giving you an empty reading, the fuel gauge is faulty and should be replaced. If the gauge gives
you a full reading, the sending unit is faulty and should be replaced. Verify that all of the wiring
is securely connected to the back of the fuel gauge, which will require you to remove the
dashboard to gain access to the instrument cluster. The process for doing this varies from
vehicle to vehicle, so consult your owners manual. Check the grounding wire on the fuel gauge.
To do so, connect the negative jumper cable to the vehicle's frame and the positive cable to the
fuel gauge's grounding terminal. Turn the ignition to the on position and look at the fuel gauge.
If the gauge is not working, then the grounding wire needs to be replaced. Dwight Malone is a
journalist who has worked for various Chicago-area newspapers, including the "Chicago
Tribune" and "Naperville Sun. Malone studied journalism at Eastern Illinois University. Step 1
Turn the ignition on and off a few times, and watch the needle on the fuel gauge to see if it
moves. Step 2 Test the grounding wire on the fuel tank's sending unit, which is attached to your
vehicle's fuel tank. Step 3 Disconnect the wiring attached to the fuel sending unit and then look
at the fuel gauge. Step 4 Verify that all of the wiring is securely connected to the back of the fuel
gauge, which will require you to remove the dashboard to gain access to the instrument cluster.
Things You'll Need Jumper cables. Tracy answered 6 years ago. Wiring harnesses do not fail
unless damaged or tampered with. I assume that you checked the sender out of the tank with an
ohm meter if you say it's ok. Have you hooked up a scan tool to read the fuel level indication
from there? Each individual loom should have a tag taped to it somewhere - you are talking
about a lot of wire. Check the continuity of your loom first. Ground the sender to see if the
cluster indicates a full tank. Most of the time, it's the fuel pump module pump and sender that
has failed. MotlEm answered 6 years ago. Richard answered 3 years ago. Its out and reading
half of what it supposed to read Ford dealer's have installed the last Dutch37 answered about a
year ago. My gauge never shows full. Dealer dropped tank and tested sending unit, Good.
Tested wires, good. It's the gauge. Wondering if I can de-solder the fuel gauge and just replace
that with a used one. It's just an Ohm reader. Seems possible. I've read the posts about fuse 45
and I'm experiencing no acceleration on the pedal and my instrument cluster does not work. I've
disconnected the batteries and attempted to Is there a reset button? I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford F Super Duty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The Ford 5. It was a popular option all the way
from its inception in to , in all of its iterations. Today, it is still one of the most alluring options
on the used car market, but before you start searching for the perfect driving mate with a 5. My
research included all versions of the 5. It seems that problems with the ignition system did
affect all versions at one point in time. As it turns out, the 5. Problems emerge when rubberized
covers on the coil boot deteriorate and cause the spark to hit the plug well instead of the plug. It
is not unnoticed that some of the coils can fail internally due to liquid penetration. The problem
does not require a massive investment, as the coils are rather simple to replace at any Ford
dealership. Ford technicians will diagnose the problem, identify misfiring cylinder s , and
replace the spark plug and coil where needed. This problem is typical for the Ford F with a 5.
Failure of the fuel pump driver module usually cuts off the petrol feed to the engine which, of
course, causes the engine to turn off, thus cutting power to all essential systems. In the first
place, the problem happens because the fuel pump driver module is directly attached to the
steel frame. As its surface is exposed to the elements, salt, water, and dirt build up on its

aluminum casing and cannot be washed away as it is in contact with the steel frame. Over time,
vibrations, salt, and water do irreparable damage to the casing and dirt enters the driver module
causing short circuits and making permanent damage to the smart junction box. As the fuel
pump driver module is attached to the frame at the rear end with only two screws, replacing it is
a DIY job. After Ford recognized this problem, they offered a slightly redesigned replacement
part which is not in direct contact with the steel frame. Thus the dirt and salt build-up is evaded.
Symptoms of the damaged fuel pump driver module are as follows:. The engine sounds
strange? You can hear a lot of knocking noises on acceleration, cold startup, or when you let off
the throttle. While causes for such sounds can be numerous, owner experiences have shown
that the most likely reasons can be blown out tensioners, a loose timing chain, and cam phaser
breakage. Bear in mind that cam phasers are part of the Variable Valve Timing system which is
an important component of the 5. Having all these parts working correctly is crucial as all of
them affect moving parts of the engine and, more or less, keep the engine from tearing itself
apart. Timing chain rattles are most noticeable at the very start. So, listen carefully for any
unusual rattles after a cold start. If you can hear rattles, the timing chain may have become
loose due to the blown out tensioner. In this case, the domino effect is more than likely. The
loosened timing chain will rattle like mad and damage plastic timing chain guides. These plastic
pieces can become fully detached from metal surfaces over time thus enabling metal-to-metal
contact of the timing chain and metal carriers guides were attached to. No reason to tell you
that this can damage the timing chain further. Remove them too. This can lead to premature
camshaft lobe wear, more stress on the cam phasers and, in the worst case, physical contact
between pistons valves and other metal pieces. Thus, a full engine inspection should be
performed. Regardless, exactly this happened to some 5. We could even call this problem a
common one for the Triton engines produced prior to Later on, they have the exact opposite
problem bear with us for that one. Blowing a spark plug on the 5. First of all, a blown spark plug
will completely strip the threading of the aluminum head. It was one of the problems related to
the first issue the ignition system problems I mentioned in the article. Interestingly enough,
blowing out usually happens on the passenger side with the spark plugs on the third and fourth
cylinder. The problem was so common that numerous aftermarket specialists did, in fact,
provide tools and solutions to drill, retap, and rethread the spark plug hole in the head. Prior to
this, the only viable solution was to actually replace the head altogether. That is what Ford
technicians do advise to this day, despite the cost involved. It is still a bit of a mystery of why
this happens in the first place. Some can argue that there are not enough threads in the head for
the spark plug to grab on to. Others debate about the problems with over-torquing or
under-tightening. Nevertheless, the problem persists and one buying a vehicle with a 2 valve 5.
Ford admitted the issue and even offered a solution with Lock-N-Stitch thread inserts in the
head. They encouraged the installation of the Lock-N-Stitch thread inserts. However, some
reports do suggest that better results can be achieved with HeliCoil kit. Now, they had begun
experiencing problems during the replacement of the spark plugs. The spark plugs were so
secure and so snug in their housings that upon attempting removal, the spark plug would often
snap in half. In the worst case scenario, spark plug fragments parts of metal or ceramic could
end up in the cylinder. Since, it all has to be removed before starting up the engine, this could
translate to a lot of work. Cars with the 5. Ford introduced an all-new spark plug design with a
2-piece shell for the 5. FordProblems explains it:. Because the electrode is welded to the bottom
part of the shell, it creates a natural breaking point. You see the problem. The spark plug simply
sticks too hard making it rather difficult to remove. Ford issued some tools for easier removal,
but only an experienced technician with enough time on their hands can be certain of replacing
the spark plugs without breaking them. Engines with Variable Valve Timing VVT have numerous
additional pieces which make possible slight timing adjustments to valve opening and closing
operations on a running engine. This technology is created to provide certain advantages which
benefit both fuel efficiency and maximum HP values. At lower RPMs, for example, it is optimal to
save as much fuel as possible so the cam will be in one position. On the other hand, if more
power is needed, the cam phaser will move the camshaft affecting the position of the cam lobes
and, of course, the speed and timing of the valve opening. Now, on the 5. One may hear a
rattling noise from the front direction of the valve cover. This noise usually points to a
damaged, failed, or destroyed cam phaser which would affect almost all other moving pieces in
the engine. The only reasonable solution is replacement with an all-new unit. Reasons for cam
phaser failure may be related to excessive wear or failure of some sensitive parts of the cam
phaser. Furthermore, as the engine oil pressure is used to rotate the input side, it is crucial to
maintaining the engine as per Ford instructions. It is crucial to inspect the timing chain and all
other related hardware of the engine after cam phaser failure on the 5. The engine oil pan gasket
can develop a leak on the Ford 5. It is not a major issue as it is usually corrected with gasket

replacement. However, on certain Ford F models, the oil may leak on the hot exhaust system
which results in a strong smell of burning oil. Not exactly a pleasant experience. If you have any
doubt of excessive oil consumption, you should first check oil pan for leaks and damage. The
process of replacing the oil pan gasket goes something like this:. Andy Lilienthal is a life-long
automotive enthusiast. He's written for several publications since the early s and has worked in
the automotive aftermarket for over a decade. He enjoys working on cars and trucks, has a thing
for oddball 4WDs and small cars, and loves to travel and camp. Andy lives with his wife,
Mercedes, in Portland, Oregon. Skip to content. Few things sap the fun of driving your vintage
truck like a dead or inaccurate fuel gauge reading. Without the confidence of knowing exactly
how much juice is in the tank, it's natural to keep drives limited to what you believe is the range
in it. And that's no fun. It's a particularly prevalent problem in vintage Ford trucks, which is what
we found in a F project vehicle. To be honest, we'd been driving much too long with a dead
gauge and simply estimating the fuel level. When the tank ran dry and the truck conked out in
the driveway, we were thankful we hadn't yet made it to the highway; and we resolved to
diagnose and repair the problem. Fortunately, the gas gauge systems for vintage Ford trucks
and other makes are surprisingly simple: a variable-resistance sensor in the tank the sending
unit , the gauge and the wiring between them. Consequently, the problems can generally be
traced to only a handful of probable causesâ€”and in the cases where there's an in-cab tank,
including our F, testing the system is even easier. The curveball in our situation, however, was
the truck's dual fuel tanks, which meant the wiring for the gauge ran first into a switch that
changed the reading between the front and rear tanks. It was used with the floor-mounted
manual switch for the tanks themselves. After changing the tank source, the driver then flipped
the underdash switch to match the gauge reading with the respective tank. Years later, Ford
moved to a completely electronic changeover that changed the tank source and gauge reading
with the simple push of a single rocker switch. In our experience, tank reading problems are
rarely due to the gauge itself. Generally, they're rooted in a faulty fuel level sending unit in the
tank, a faulty voltage regulator on the instrument panel, or perhaps a wiring issue such as a bad
ground. Fortunately, voltage regulators and sending units are inexpensive and readily available
from most classic truck parts suppliers. Changing them is comparatively easy, particularly for
in-cab tanks. To prevent needless and time-consuming trial and error, a diagnostic multimeter is
required for diagnosis; having a test light on hand is a good idea, too. That's about it, apart from
a wrench or socket to remove and replace a faulty regulator or sending unit. We should also
note that while this project is focused on a truck, the test and procedures outlined cover models
from the earliest Effies to trucks into the '80s; and the basics aren't exclusive to Ford models,
either. All the vintage trucks of the era used similar systems and the diagnostic procedures,
particularly those regarding the sending unit, are pretty much universal. Even for those with
minimal electrical experience, this is an easy project to tackleâ€”and it sure beats playing the
guessing game when you're out on the road. The embarrassment of running dry will be your
own; and we're here to show you how to prevent it. Close Ad. Barry Kluczyk Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The F truck was introduced in January for the model year as the
redesigned eleventh generation of the F lineup. L Pfaff lpfaff1. Good luck. I hope this helped you
out, if so let me know by pressing the helpful button. Thanks for the speedy response. I will test
this tomorrow and I will get back to you. I don't I am not aware that I have a trip odometer. But
that doesn't mean I don't have one. I will let you know tomorrow evening. I thank you for
responding to my question. You added additional information to the response from Cameron.
Cameron cam If your doing this to check what lights may or may not be on, just get a simple
image on google and compare. If you want to do other tests, a quick search brought this up and
this might be what your looking for. I really am impressed with the speed of the reply. Thank
you very very much. It is exactly what I was looking for. So I asked about the Cluster Self Test
first. I have already checked the fuses that were suggested as possible culprits. I will ask
questions about the issues separately. Thank you Cameron for your help. Unfortunately, I cant
find the code results chart defining err results. Hope this helps.. GAGE - Carries out gauge
sweep of all gauges, then displays the present gauge values. Returns to normal operation of all
micro-controlled lamps and LEDs and displays hexadecimal value for ROM level used when
requesting assistance from the hotline. Displays hexadecimal value for EE level used when
requesting assistance from the hotline. Gas engines display last temperature gauge input value
from SCP, temperature gauge will indicate present temperature. Displays a 16 bit DTC in
hexidecimal format. DTCs displayed are those detected in continuous operation not during
self-test. Tachometer will indicate present rpm. Alternating 1 second display of pulse width
modulation PWM input duty cycle, SCP hexidecimal dimming step, output driver counts in
hexadecimal. Displays 8-bit hexadecimal value for the Port A, B, C, and D readings used when
requesting information from the hotline. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Is there a way to

have my F perform a self test on the Instrument Cluster? View the answer I have this problem
too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 0. The
All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Was
this answer helpful? Score 3. Cameron cam Rep: 9. Hope this helps! If it answered your
question, please hit the answer button! Score 2. Start the truck 6. When you shut the truck off
the odometer will go back to showing mileage. All segments illuminated. Illuminates all
odometer segments. EE Displays hexadecimal value for EE level used when requesting
assistance from the hotline. C Gas engines display last temperature gauge input value from
SCP, temperature gauge will indicate present temperature. EnG Displays English speed value
being input, speedometer will indicate present speed. Add your answer ronald davis will be
eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Search your problem. More specific problems:. Top
problems. Comment Same issue here. Gauges Starter. It is your steering lock cylinder actuator
which is located behind your ignition switch, the cause is a little button that gets stuck and it
keep the start position on until you turn off the car to disengage it. Starter won't disengage Ford
F 4. Found bad fuse for fuel pump and replaced it but truck will still not start. I think maybe fuel
pump went bad in tank and blew fuse. So not getting any fuel? Engine Oil filter Oil light Gauges.
The problem with my Ford F engine with 6 cilinders is that the oil indicator needle started
moving up and down until it drops completely. After turning it off and leaving it for around 20
minutes it works again, but half an hour later it drops again. I changed the oil filter and it worked
for a couple of days, but the same problem came back again. Any ideas? Gauges Relays. And
the vacuum switch is not working unless I remove the other vacuum over. So it's gotta be a
relay or something??? No crank turn key starter dozen not engage. Gauges Starter Battery.
Battery Gauges Starter Starting. Motor wont turn over replaced starter and new battery when
turn key starter engages but motor wont turn. Anti skid gauge check brake gauge are on and
battery corrosion is bad Ford F f stx 4. Battery Gauges. Gage reads high battery voltage amd
Battery light comes on for little bit the goes back to normal what cause tbat. Transmission
Battery Check engine light Gauges. Truck will shut off and lose all power or juice from battery
no engine light on. Oil pressure gauge runs low and fluctuates Ford F 5. Oil pressure Gauges.
My oil pressure gauge runs between the N on normal and the L for low. Normally closer to the L.
The truck does use oil and I try to keep it full. I have a test gauge, but I'm unsure where to hook
it to test the pressure at. Starter to engages in park Ford F stepside auto 5. When I turn my key
over my starter starts turning over I can't figure out what it is can anyone help. Battery drain
issues! Battery draining battery would drain down Neil driving. And after parking for the night.
Would have. Boost off. Would make Clicking. Sounds in the. Area light would go dim when
driving. Would pull a full Charged battery. Down quickly. Horn has not worked several. ABS
light stays on all the time still stays on all! Replacing alternator. And battery cranks up but dont
take no time for lights to dim. Down to. Where you cant see at all it. Drains battery all the way
down Alt! Test on the alternator while truck was running. Best answer according to Ruby.
Please help. With this. Has been. A headache getting stranded too much have been checking.
Wires, and fuses, still got more to check can you have a certain type of computer. To finde out.
The direct. Problem whAT Type if possible???? Truck will not start, unless steering wheel is in
the lowest position Solved Ford F 5. Steering wheel Gauges Won't start Starting. Unless I tilt my
steering wheel down to the lowest position my truck will not start. I turn the key all gauges light
up as normal, it will not crank. I lower the the steering wheel and it starts, no problem. Best
answer according to Lovey. Sounds like an issue with your shifter. There are two torx head
bolts that hold it on the column, and if those are loose you can experience the symptoms you
have right now. Had similar problem, turned out to be frayed wires from using the tilt steering
over and over for 6yrs. No display of mileage on console Ford F 5. Got it working seem to be a
short or something in dash I tapped it and it works now. Coolant or antifreeze Engine
Temperature sensor Temperature gauge. When driving the temp gauge will run inthe normal
Check gauge shows up on the dash. Stop and cycle the key and every thing is good. Used o. P
is the code that comes up. I changed the temp sensor no change. The engine is not hot I can
remove the cap on the coolant jug. The ideal engine temperature should be somewhere between
and degrees. An engine is operating normally when the needle points at the center or near the
center of the gauge. Don't worry if the needle does not exactly sit in the middle of the gauge.
Your Accord is equipped with a temperature gauge that shows you how hot or cold the engine
coolant is. During normal operation, it should stay in the middle of the range. If it moves into the
red, though, you need to do something immediately Truck stalled and low oil pressure light
came on Ford F 6. Oil pressure Gauges Turns over but won't start Stalls Starting. I started to
leave from a stop sign and kicked it down a little and the truck stalled and the low oil pressure
light came on. I pulled over and checked the oil it was fine. I then went to start it and it started
fine and the gauge for oil pressure was normal. I drove it home about 2 miles. The next morning

I went to start it and it will turn over but will not start. What to do? Oil pressure Spark plugs
Gauges Rattling. Fuses Wiring Fuel gauge. Filled the truck up yesterday drove over km and the
gas gauge has not moved. Just need to know how to disconnect the wiring without wrecking it.
Trouble shoot Powertrain module Ford F Truck ext can 5. Truck cranks but will not start theft
light blinking fast ,odometer showing dashes truck not communicating with pcm. Don't know
where to start k. Speedometer saying 80 and when I get to cutting off as soon as yo Ford F 4.
Transmission Engine Speedometer. Put a new transmission in now when you crank it up the
speedometer says 80 and then when we're going it's going to in the engines cutting off.
Damaged wiring or a blown fuse could be enough to through the speedometer out of whack. A
malfunctioning sensor or engine control unit could be reporting an erroneous speed. A change
in wheel or tire size could even throw off the senor and its calculations. Air conditioning Heater
Gauges. Overheating Warning lights Heater Temperature gauge. Temp gauge will peg in the red
and warning light comes on When you turn the truck off and back on all is ok. Speedometer quit
working Ford F Xlt 4. Air conditioner compressor Speedometer error. I have a f My Ac
compressor locked up on it so I threw it on the dolly and pulled it home not thinking I changed
out the compressor and on my test drive noticed my speedometer was not working. Could I
have messed up my VHS by pulling it home? Speedometer and odometer quit working all other
guages work Ford F 4. Windshield wiper Speedometer error Odometer. Speedometer stopped
working, also odometer stopped and windshield wipers work half the time. Ford F 5. Gas pedal
Speedometer. My truck on cluster a green wrench appears and it loses its power when driving
and it wont gain power when push on gas pedal also speedometer drops to zero and stays
there. Sometime it will go off and go back to normal for a minute or 2 but right back to the same
issue. I turn it off for a minute and it will real reset back to normal but five minutes later it does it
again. Ac compressor Ford F 5. Gauges Air conditioner compressor. My check 4 x 4 light came
on. Four-wheel drive Gauges. My phone fell off the dash and turned my 4x4 switch slightly
between off and 2HI. I pulled over put it in neutral cycled the switch to engage it and then
disengage the four wheel drive. Then the check 4x4 light came on and remains lit. The vehicle
does still switch in and out of four wheel drive. Door Windows Door locks Temperature gauge.
The passenger window dont work an my door locks go crazy an temperature gauge says it hot
but its not. Gauge and starting problem Ford F 4. Speedometer Battery Alternator. Checked
battery Transmission Warning lights Speedometer error. Will not go lower than third gear will
not go higher than 5th gear the speedometer will not work I have heard on the internet that it
might be a transmission problem. Overdrive failure Ford F F 4. Trans fluid level is perfect, but
Overdrive doesn't engage to shift up to 3rd and 4th gear. Power windows, gauges, digital
readout and hot air coming out of air c Ford F 4. Air conditioning Windows Light bulbs Power
windows Odometer. Changing overhead map light bulbs on console above then power
windows, gauges, digital readout on odometer went out along with hot air coming out of air
conditioning. Air conditioner compressor Gauges Clutch. Wiper wiring or switch? Windshield
wiper Wiring Gauges Stalls. Wiper moter went out, got new motor installed it burned out right
away, checked wiring and found that with key off on on I had power of 5. Now this isn't right,
you should only be gettin power to high speed wire or low speed wire when wiper switch is
engaged so is it a wiring issue or has the switch gone bad????? Fuse issue and power Ford F
Ext. Fuses Odometer. Need tach illum. Fuse Ford F 4. Fuses Tachometer. See 49 Gauges
problems. Problems with a F? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en
el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the
website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit
comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Forums New posts.
What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install
the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You
should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Anonymous Start date Mar 19,
Anonymous Guest. Hello, I bought a 89 Ford f a few months ago and the temp gauge and gas
gauge do not work. It seems like somethings disconnected but where could it be? The person I
bought it from cut off the back tank and put a new pump in the front one. All the other gauges
work. For now I just fill the tank up everytime but I need to sell it and I know this will take a lot of
money out of the sale. My grandpa's f is like that. He has dual tanks, and when you fill them up,
they stay that way until you are about empty, then they start working. I don't know if it's the
same thing, but i think the float in the gas tank is bad. You must log in or register to reply here.
This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. The fuel gauge sender is a component that is found in the gas
tank of most road going vehicles. The fuel gauge sender, also commonly referred to as the fuel

sending unit, is the component responsible for sending the signal that operates the fuel level
gauge in the instrument cluster. The fuel sending unit is made up of an arm, float, and a resistor
that changes according the position of the float. The sender float is designed to float on the
surface of the fuel inside of the tank. As the level drops, the position of the arm and float will
shift and move a resistor which controls the display on the gauge. When the fuel sending unit
has an issue it can cause the vehicle to experience issues with the fuel gauge, which can put
the vehicle at risk of running out of fuel. Usually a bad or failing fuel gauge sender will produce
a few symptoms that can alert the driver of a potential issue. One of the first symptoms of a
problem with the fuel gauge sender is a fuel gauge that behaves erratically. A faulty fuel gauge
sender may cause the gauge to suddenly change positions, or give an inaccurate reading. The
gauge may appear to be at three quarters, and then only a few minutes later will change to half
full, or vice versa the gauge may appear to be full, only to have the gauge climb higher a short
while later. Another common symptom of a faulty fuel gauge sender is a gauge that is stuck on
empty. If the float somehow breaks or becomes separated from the arm it may cause the fuel
gauge to malfunction and become stuck on empty. A faulty resistor can also cause the gauge to
read empty. Another, less common, symptom of an issue with the fuel gauge sender is a fuel
gauge that is stuck on full. A faulty fuel gauge resistor can send a bad signal to the instrument
cluster which can cause the gauge to permanently read full. This is an issue, as the driver needs
to know the accurate fuel level of the vehicle as to not run out of fuel. The fuel sending unit is
not a routinely serviced component, usually only serviced when it, or the fuel pump fails,
however it does play an important role to the proper operation of the vehicle. If you fuel gauge
is displaying any of the symptoms, or you suspect that there may be an issue with this unit,
have the vehicle inspected by a professional technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to
determine if the fuel gage sender should be replaced. The most popular service booked by
readers of this article is Fuel System Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Fuel System Inspection Cost.
Service Location. Fuel gauge behaves erratically One of the first symptoms of a problem with
the fuel gauge sender is a fuel gauge that behaves erratically. Fuel gauge stuck on empty
Another common symptom of a faulty fuel gauge sender is a gauge that is stuck on empty. Fuel
gauge stuck on full Another, less common, symptom of an issue with the fuel gauge sender is a
fuel gauge that is stuck on full. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
Recent Fuel System Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Michael 4 years of
experience. Request Michael. Michael arrived on time, was professional and friendly, and did a
thorough job. He is extremely knowledgeable and helpful when you ask questions. Jose 17
years of experience. Request Jose. Very professional, knew how to repair my serpentine belt,
went to work quickly, efficiently, cleaned up after himself, nice personality, friendly, excellent
experience. I have already recommended him to friends if they have problems. Jose is fantastic.
Prompt and courteous. Mila 11 years of experience. Request Mila. Chevrolet Tahoe - Battery Alexandria, Virginia. Quick and efficient. Will use again. Arrived on time. Raymond 37 years of
experience. Request Raymond. Raymond was very knowledgeable mechanic and through in his
testing. I trust him for any future from your mechanic. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. Symptoms of
radio cd player amazon
holden astra 2003 manual
air fuel ratio gauge wiring diagram
Bad or Failing Fuel Injection Lines Common signs include an odor of fuel in the car, engine
performance issues, and fuel leaks. Read more. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Fuel Meter
Assembly Common signs include the fuel gauge behaving erratically and getting stuck on full
or empty. Related questions Gas leaking out of truck It sounds like you may have a hole or
crack in your fuel tank. I would recommend enlisting the help of an automotive service
professional to inspect your fuel system to find the source of the leak. If the fuel Fuel gauge
acting erratically It's possible that you have a problem with your fuel gauge. The only way to tell
is to pull the fuel pump out and check resistance on the sending unit. I would suggest having a
certified technician come out and A malfunction here will cause a stall, as these devices help
the computer determine when to send spark Browse other content. Schedule your Fuel System
Inspection today! Fuel System Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

